
We update the ice condition at Dalian based on the updated ice condition forecasting offered by National Marine Environmental Forecasting Center.

Ice Condition Forecasting of Liaodong Bay from 30.01.16/ 05.02.16

From the latest weekly ice forecasting of Liaodong Bay:
The max. floating ice area: 55-65 NM
1. General thickness of ice: 10-20 CM
2. The Max thickness of ice: 35 CM

Daily Ice Condition Forecasting

And from the latest numerical forecasting of Bohai updated on 0000hrs on 28 Jan. 2016, the max. thickness of level ice at Bohai is 16CM, and the ice condition at part ports of Dalian area is about 5-15CM
Daily Sea Temperature Forecasting

And from the latest numerical sea temperature forecasting of Bohai updated on 0000hrs on 28 Jan. 2016, The sea temperature of Bohai is $0^\circ C \sim 2^\circ C$, and the sea temperature of Dalian is over $0^\circ C$. 